State of the Art: Clinical Applications of Cardiac T1 Mapping.
While cardiovascular magnetic resonance (MR) has become the noninvasive tool of choice for the assessment of myocardial viability and for the detection of acute myocardial edema, cardiac T1 mapping is believed to further extend the ability of cardiovascular MR to characterize the myocardium. Fundamentally, cardiovascular MR can improve diagnosis of disease that historically has been challenging to establish with other imaging modalities. For example, decreased native T1 values appear highly specific to detect and quantify disease severity related to myocardial iron overload states or glycosphingolipid accumulation in Anderson-Fabry disease, whereas high native T1 values are observed with edema, amyloid, and other conditions. Cardiovascular MR can also improve the assessment of prognosis with parameters that relate to myocardial structure and composition that complement the familiar functional parameters around which contemporary cardiology decision making revolves. In large cohorts, extracellular volume fraction (ECV) has been shown to quantify the full extent of myocardial fibrosis in noninfarcted myocardium. ECV may predict outcomes at least as effectively as left ventricular ejection fraction. This uncommon statistical observation (of potentially being more strongly associated with outcomes than ejection fraction) suggests prime biologic importance for the cardiac interstitium that may rank highly in the hierarchy of vast myocardial changes occurring in cardiac pathophysiology. This article presents current and developing clinical applications of cardiac T1 mapping and reviews the existing evidence on their diagnostic and prognostic value in various clinical conditions. This article also contextualizes these advances and explores how T1 mapping and ECV may affect major "global" issues such as diagnosis of disease, risk stratification, and paradigms of disease, and ultimately how we conceptualize patient vulnerability.